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XO Guthrie says:
::sits in the XO chair, pondering Klingon thoughts....::

XO Guthrie says:
::ponder ponder::

FCO tr’Keir says:
::busy tractoring the shuttle remains to the shuttlebay::

CO Guthrie says:
::in big chair, half asleep::

CSO Toorain says:
::down in the shuttlebay awaiting the shuttle remains::

TO Williams says:
::begins scanning area for signs of other vessels::

CEO Surenik says:
::in engineering gathering some equipment to study the remains of the shuttle with::

CO Guthrie says:
::sighs:: FCO: How's that moving operation coming along? ::smiles::

XO Guthrie says:
::stands::

XO Guthrie says:
CO: Sir, I'll go down to the shuttlebay and keep up with the investigation there.

FCO tr’Keir says:
::brings the debris into the SB:: CO: All shuttle debris have been tractored into the shuttle bay.

CO Guthrie says:
::nods and smiles:: XO: Good idea. Keep me posted.

CMO Gordon says:
::in sickbay::

XO Guthrie says:
CO: Will do..... sir. ::smiles.....::

CO Guthrie says:
::grins::

CSO Toorain says:
*CO* Sir, we have received the shuttle debris.  I am beginning analysis now.  ::takes out tricorder::

TO Williams says:
CO: There is nothing unusual to report from initial scans of the area, sir

CO Guthrie says:
*CSO* Excellent.

CSO Toorain says:
::begins scanning the debris::

CMO Gordon says:
::administers hypo to sick crewman::

CEO Surenik says:
::leaves engineering and enters TL:: TL: deck 11

KTagh says:
::in Engineering, in front of Intermix Chamber Control console::

CSO Toorain says:
::frowns at little amounts remaining::

FCO tr’Keir says:
::thinks about the cruel death of the XO and CO and can't help but to be depressed::

CSO Toorain says:
::picks up a piece to examine it slightly closer, and frowns at what he sees::

CMO Gordon says:
::walks to desk::

CO Guthrie says:
Tac: I see. ::sighs:: Since Mr. Raven is currently away, I'd like you to take over questioning in this investigation.

CEO Surenik says:
::exits TL and enter the Shuttle bay::

TO Williams says:
CO: Sir, we should lock the CO and XO logs for the investigation

KTagh says:
::turns to see if anyone is behind him::

CSO Toorain says:
*CO*: Captain, the tricorder's reading small traces of explosive in this debris.  I can see blast pits.  *CEO*I need your assistance down here.

CO Guthrie says:
::nods:: TO: See to it. Report to me when you have some results.

KTagh says:
::seeing that nobody is watching, turns back to console::

CMO Gordon says:
::finishes medical report and puts on desk seeing sickbay empty::

CEO Surenik says:
::walks up beside the CSO::

CO Guthrie says:
*CSO* Explosives? ::frowns:: That would definitely suggest foul play...

XO Guthrie says:
::::arrives in shuttlebay after much loitering::

CSO Toorain says:
*CO*I would recommend shutting down the transporters, so no-one can get on or off.  That would limit the suspects to hopefully those on board.

TO Williams says:
Computer: Restrict access of logs by Capt Seanchen and LtCmdr Seph'trin to investigative personnel only,

CEO Surenik says:
CSO:  What have you found out so far?

TO Williams says:
Computer: Code SEC Alpha7 4M3

CSO Toorain says:
::hands him a piece of debris:: CEO: Look at this. ::points at a section:: Those look like blast pits.  My tricorder’s picking up traces of an explosive.

XO Guthrie says:
CSO/CEO: Zog, Surenik. Anything?

CO Guthrie says:
*CSO* Agreed. TO: Take over OPS position and shut down all transporters.

CMO Gordon says:
::walks out of sickbay into the hall::

FCO tr’Keir says:
::checks position as they are still orbiting the station::

CSO Toorain says:
::looks over: :XO: why welcome back Mr. Guthrie.  It looks like foul play.

CO Guthrie says:
::stands and paces::

CEO Surenik says:
::scans the remains with his tricorder::

TO Williams says:
CO: Aye sir

XO Guthrie says:
CSO: It looks that way. ::nods::

CMO Gordon says:
::walks into TL:: Computer: Bridge.

TO Williams says:
::patches OPS console to TAC console::

FCO tr’Keir says:
CO: Sir we are still orbiting the station, still awaiting word from Avalon for docking clearance.

KTagh says:
::takes tricorder out of pocket and activates it::

CSO Toorain says:
::runs another tricorder scan of the debris in general::

CMO Gordon says:
::arrives and walks on the bridge::

XO Guthrie says:
::frowns at the remains.......::

CO Guthrie says:
FCO: I think it wise we remain in orbit. Docking may allow anyone involved in the shuttle explosion to escape.

FCO tr’Keir says:
CO: Yes Captain.

XO Guthrie says:
CSO: Can you tell by the fragmentations if the explosive was within the shuttle or without?

CEO Surenik says:
XO:  I am detecting aluminum trioxide as part of the explosives mix, it would suggest that is was a military grade explosive

KTagh says:
::taps console and places tricorder atop it::

CMO Gordon says:
::nods at captain:: CO: Captain. ::walks to science station::

XO Guthrie says:
CEO: And military explosives are still difficult to acquire.

TO Williams says:
CO: Sir, We should also quarantine yours and the XO's quarters until they have been searched.

CSO Toorain says:
::RAER:: XO: The blast pits are going from the inside to the out.  It looks like an internal explosion.

XO Guthrie says:
::nods::

XO Guthrie says:
CSO: Then you see it too.

TO Williams says:
CO: There may be something in there that has relevance

CO Guthrie says:
::notices arrival of CMO:: CMO: I take it sick bay was relatively empty? ::smiles::

CSO Toorain says:
XO: See what? The element of foul play?

CO Guthrie says:
TO: Acknowledged. Do so.

XO Guthrie says:
CSO: If you wanted to acquire military explosives, were would you go in the world of commerce?

KTagh says:
::waits a few seconds, casually looking over shoulder periodically::

CMO Gordon says:
::wonders what is going on and continues to work at science::

CSO Toorain says:
::breathes deeply for a moment:: XO: Uh sir...I'm a scientist...my father would be a better person to ask about explosives, since he makes weapons from a living.

KTagh says:
::hears computer chirp, and reads console screen - "Download Complete"::

XO Guthrie says:
CSO: And you've learned nothing from him....? Not even a lead...?

TO Williams says:
::organizes a security detail to prevent access to the CO's and XO's quarter to all except those directly involved in the investigation::

CMO Gordon says:
CO: Yes sir. Sickbay is really empty.

CO Guthrie says:
FCO: Place the ship on auto, and report to Transporter room one. I want you to retrieve our replacement shuttle. TO: When the FCO has reported to the TR, activate the transporters only in that area so that he may beam to the station.

CSO Toorain says:
::RAER::XO: Well...::whispers:: is this on or off the record?

KTagh says:
::closes tricorder and places it back in pocket::

TO Williams says:
CO: Aye, sir

XO Guthrie says:
::grins:: CSO: Totally off.

FCO tr’Keir says:
CO: Yes sir:: sets the ship on auto and heads for transporter room one::

CO Guthrie says:
*XO* Has anyone checked maintenance records yet?

TO Williams says:
::sends a second security team to begin search of CO and XO quarters::

CSO Toorain says:
::smiles:: XO:I would probably go to a Nausicaan...by the name of Karrig...fairly good...fairly cheap...I have no recollection of saying this ::smiles::

CMO Gordon says:
::waits for an order or something to happen::

XO Guthrie says:
CSO: Nausicaan, eh...?

TO Williams says:
::awaits word from FCO, that he is ready to transport::

CSO Toorain says:
XO: the only problem is...he's rather elusive...he certainly wouldn't answer a hail from a Starfleet vessel if we went looking for him.

CO Guthrie says:
CMO: Doctor, since you're not needed in sick bay, I'd like for you to review the station's visual records of the explosion. ::smiles and motions to OPS seat::

KTagh says:
::walks slowly to tertiary warp core monitoring station::

FCO tr’Keir says:
::arrives in transporter room one and steps up to one of the pads:: *TO*: Ready for transport.

XO Guthrie says:
::nods:: CSO: Our resources aren't limited in that department.... A non-Starfleet envoy could just as soon be arranged..

CMO Gordon says:
CO: Aye mamn.

CSO Toorain says:
XO: Of course.

XO Guthrie says:
CSO: It's a lead. But check the maintenance records.... Something is strange about this.

TO Williams says:
FCO:: Standby ::begins energizing transporters in TR1::

CMO Gordon says:
::looks for station records::

CSO Toorain says:
XO: Yes sir.  ::moves to a console::

TO Williams says:
::FCO is transported to Avalon Station::

CSO Toorain says:
::frowns:: XO: Sir, there won't be many.

XO Guthrie says:
CSO: How to predict which shuttle the former command crew would take...? And then....... how to predict an explosion that would leave the expedient ship and the Starbase unscathed?

Host SB_OPS says:
@::looks up as the FCO materializes ::

CO Guthrie says:
::moves to secondary tac station to scan for intruders, unauthorized transports, etc.::

KTagh says:
::searches for warp core modification specs::

TO Williams says:
CO: FCO is onboard Avalon Station ::secures transporters::

FCO tr’Keir says:
@::dematerializes in the Transporter room::

CMO Gordon says:
::finds records for station explosion and displays::

CSO Toorain says:
::looks up from the console:: XO:I have no idea about that, sir.

CO Guthrie says:
TO: Very well. ::nods::

CSO Toorain says:
::attempts to retrieve maintenance records::

KTagh says:
::sees specifications are encrypted::

XO Guthrie says:
CSO: A remote would be my best guess..... But a remote would leave a transmission that could've been picked up.

FCO tr’Keir says:
@SB_OPS: Permission to come aboard sir.

CSO Toorain says:
XO: Plus, then there would have to be a mine in every shuttle.

KTagh says:
::taps console::

Host SB_OPS says:
@FCO: Very well, you are from the QIb ?

KTagh says:
<Computer> Access granted.

CMO Gordon says:
::reads and reads::

XO Guthrie says:
CSO: ...... Isn't it possible that the perpetrator was on the shuttle himself....? A deadman's switch? A kamikaze?

CO Guthrie says:
::rolls eyes as the computer at first identifies the CO herself as an intruder:: ::frustrated sigh::

XO Guthrie says:
CSO: It'd be difficult to find him if that's so.

FCO tr’Keir says:
@SB_OPS: Yes sir. I am Ensign tr'Keir, FCO on the QIb.

CEO Surenik says:
::walks up to the remains of the shuttle and inspects them visually::

CSO Toorain says:
XO: It is perfectly possible.  But then there would have to be a Kamikaze man on every shuttle.

KTagh says:
::starts downloading specs to tricorder::

XO Guthrie says:
CSO: Not necessarily....

Host SB_OPS says:
@FCO: Fill out this form and we have a shuttle for you in Bay 24

CO Guthrie says:
::fixes computer glitch::

CSO Toorain says:
::scowls at the lack of maintenance records::

CMO Gordon says:
::presses next page button::

XO Guthrie says:
CSO: The man could've been following them. A bomb would....

XO Guthrie says:
<would not>

CSO Toorain says:
XO: Sir, you said yourself, how to predict which shuttle they would take...would be impossible.

TO Williams says:
::orders security details to begin patrolling all decks::

CO Guthrie says:
CMO: Any luck? ::looks over to OPS station hopefully::

KTagh says:
::finishes download and puts tricorder in pocket::

CMO Gordon says:
::nears end and presses button and nothing happens::

TO Williams says:
::and keep an eye out for the unusual, and to report in every 20min::

FCO tr’Keir says:
@::takes the form and fills it out the form and hands it back to SB_OPS:: There you are sir>

XO Guthrie says:
CSO: Was there anyone running maintenance at all......? They could've 'fixed' the CO and XO's shuttle..... and not have left when the command crew thought he had. Do the records show only two passengers?

KTagh says:
::heads to secluded part of ME::

Host SB_OPS says:
@::takes forms and hands him a set of orders :: These are for possession take them to the jg in the bay 24

CMO Gordon says:
CO: Captain, I cannot access some of the station records.

CSO Toorain says:
XO: Sir, we had a problem just before this occurred, and we had to wipe all memory.  I can't reconstruct the data

KTagh says:
::makes sure nobody is watching, and takes hypospray out of pocket, along with tricorder::

CSO Toorain says:
::looks back:: XO: Wait...

CO Guthrie says:
::frowns:: CMO: Any idea why? Have they been tampered with?

FCO tr’Keir says:
@::takes the orders:: SB_OPS: Thank you sir.

XO Guthrie says:
CSO: The scans of the shuttle, if any were running, would be independent from the maintenance record.

CSO Toorain says:
XO:A man named K'Tagh fixed a shuttle that morning...not long before they left...

XO Guthrie says:
CSO: K'Tagh, eh...?

XO Guthrie says:
CSO: Klingon...... ::ponders::

CO Guthrie says:
::scowls as scans reveal nothing::

CMO Gordon says:
::reads:: CO: Station records show the accident occurring in slow motion, with the first hint of fire by the rear strut of the starboard nacelle.

CSO Toorain says:
Computer: Computer, locate crewman K'Tagh

FCO tr’Keir says:
@::heads over to Bay 24::

CMO Gordon says:
CO: That is all it shows but I do know there are more.

CSO Toorain says:
<Computer>CSO: Crewman K'Tagh is in main engineering.

XO Guthrie says:
CSO: I'll go get him. And will question him.

CSO Toorain says:
::looks up at XO::

KTagh says:
::fits hypospray inside slot in tricorder::

CSO Toorain says:
XO: Okay.  Good luck ::smiles::

XO Guthrie says:
::nods and smiles::

CO Guthrie says:
::nods and moves behind CMO:: CMO: I see... and we've already established that there was some sort of explosive device present. Good work. See if you can't recover the rest of the recording. :;smiles::

FCO tr’Keir says:
@::enters Bay 24 and walks to the Lt. and hands him the orders given by SB_OPS::

XO Guthrie says:
::leaves the shuttlebay::

CO Guthrie says:
*XO* Any luck down there?

CEO Surenik says:
::glances up as the XO leaves the shuttle bay::

CMO Gordon says:
CO: Can't mamn?

KTagh says:
::pushes button on tricorder::

XO Guthrie says:
*CO*: Some....

Host Lt says:
@::grunts and looks at the orders :: FCO: This way ...::leads to a shinny new shuttle ::

FCO tr’Keir says:
@::walks with the Lt.::

XO Guthrie says:
*CO*: Someone was working on the shuttle before it went up..... A crewman K'Tagh.

XO Guthrie says:
::enters Main Engineering.....::

KTagh says:
::completes conversion and takes hypospray out of slot::

CO Guthrie says:
CMO: ..... ::sighs:: Understood. ::small smile::

KTagh says:
::puts hypo to neck and pushes button::

CO Guthrie says:
*XO* Klingon...? ::racks brains trying to remember this K'Tagh::

TO Williams says:
::continues monitoring of security team progress reports::

KTagh says:
::puts hypospray and tricorder in pocket and walks back toward warp core::

Host Lt says:
@FCO: this one is yours

XO Guthrie says:
K'Tagh: Excuse me.

CMO Gordon says:
::does some scans around the ship hopping to find something::

KTagh says:
::turns to see XO:: XO: Yes?

XO Guthrie says:
K'Tagh: You are K'Tagh?

FCO tr’Keir says:
@::sees the shiny new shuttle:: Lt: Thank you sir.

KTagh says:
XO: I am, sir.  Can I help you?

XO Guthrie says:
K'Tagh: Yes, as a matter of fact. I need an engineer to aid in the investigation. If you'll follow me?

FCO tr’Keir says:
@::enters the shuttle and begins power-up procedures::

KTagh says:
::hesitates a moment:: XO: Of course.

CO Guthrie says:
*CSO/CEO* I know you have already established that explosives were involved. ::frowns:: Were there any other maintenance issues that could've contributed?

FCO tr’Keir says:
@COM: Avalon: This is Qlb shuttle requesting departure clearance.

CMO Gordon says:
::looks at past station records::

CSO Toorain says:
*CO*: Sir? The XO is questioning an engineer who was working on the shuttle, sir.

XO Guthrie says:
K'T: This way.....

KTagh says:
::follows XO::

XO Guthrie says:
::walks away, beckoning the crewman towards the shuttle::

CO Guthrie says:
::smiles at Zog's voice:: *CSO* Acknowledged.

KTagh says:
::walks toward shuttle slowly::

Host Lt says:
@<SB_OPS> Shuttle . take care, we have a heavy traffic load

XO Guthrie says:
K'Tagh: Recognize it's type and configuration?

CSO Toorain says:
*CO*By the way sir.. welcome back ::smiles, and hopes she hears it in his voice::

CEO Surenik says:
*CO*: the routine PM should have take care of it, or the problems would have been logged and the shuttle taken out of service

CO Guthrie says:
*CSO* Thanks, Mr. Toorain. Good to hear your voice again. ::smiles::

KTagh says:
XO: I believe so, sir.

CMO Gordon says:
::gives up looking at records::

CSO Toorain says:
*CO*Sir, should we clear the rubble from the shuttlebay?

FCO tr’Keir says:
@COM: Avalon: Roger Avalon ::begins the departure sequence and heads for the exit out of the station::

CO Guthrie says:
*CEO* Hmm... I'd say that points to foul play alone. Well done, Mr. Surenik.

CO Guthrie says:
*CSO* If you have no further scans to run on the debris, then yes.

KTagh says:
XO: It looks like a Type V shuttle.

XO Guthrie says:
K'T: Do you remember it as the one you worked earlier?

TO Williams says:
CO:Sir searches of the CO and XO quarters have revealed nothing.

CO Guthrie says:
::wonders how Chuck is doing with his questioning::

CSO Toorain says:
*CO* Aye sir.  I'll clear it to science lab 2.  If we need anything further we can work on it there.

KTagh says:
XO: I've worked on many shuttles... this could be one of them.

FCO tr’Keir says:
@::Keeps a close eye on the heavy traffic as he maneuvers out of Bay 24::

CO Guthrie says:
::nods:: TO: Looks like any evidence was eradicated....if indeed there was any evidence.

CSO Toorain says:
CEO: Can you help me move this stuff to science lab 2?

XO Guthrie says:
K'T: I'm assuming you did. Know what happened to it?

CO Guthrie says:
*CSO* Acknowledged.

TO Williams says:
CO: However, something strange was that they appeared to be almost empty,

KTagh says:
::looks at XO blankly::

A SHIP WARPS IN AND THE WAKE TOSSES THE SHUTTLE  AROUND VIOLENTLY

CEO Surenik says:
CSO:  yes sir  ::grabs an antigrav unit and pushes it over to the shuttle remains::

XO Guthrie says:
K'T: Well.

FCO tr’Keir says:
@::fights to regain control as a ship warps in::

CSO Toorain says:
::loads about half of the small wreckage onto an antigrav::

CSO Toorain says:
::starts pushing it out the door::

TO Williams says:
CO: Sir, Further scans of the explosion area reveal, the explosive to have been Klingon in origin.

XO Guthrie says:
K'T: It exploded.... Taking it's two passengers with it. How effective was your maintenance, crewman?

THE FCO HITS HIS HEAD SO HARD ON THE CONSOLE ITBEGINS TO BLEED

CMO Gordon says:
::starts scanning around the station and ship again hopping something to see something::

FCO tr’Keir says:
@::fights to keep from losing consciousness as his head slams into the console::

CEO Surenik says:
::grabs another antigrav unit and puts the rest of the wreckage on it and follows the CSO out the door::

THE FCO'S EFFORTS SUCCEED AND HE RIGHTS THE CRAFT AND BRINGS IT NEAR THE SHUTTLE BAY

CSO Toorain says:
::arrives at a TL door, and pushes the antigrav in:: TL: Deck 5.

CO Guthrie says:
::arches eyebrow:: TO: Indeed? ::scowls:: Take over scans of the surrounding area, including this ship. CMO: I want you to go through the crew manifest... I want everything we may have on someone named K'Tagh.

KTagh says:
::sputters:: XO: Are-are you implying that I am responsible?

CMO Gordon says:
CO: Aye Sir.

XO Guthrie says:
K'T: The shuttle exploded. You worked on the shuttle. The shuttle exploded.

XO Guthrie says:
K'T: Yeah, I think I am.

XO Guthrie says:
K'T: Sorry.

CMO Gordon says:
Computer: Look up K'Tagh.

CSO Toorain says:
Listens at the TL groans as the decks pass::

FCO tr’Keir says:
@COM: QIb: This is tr'Keir requesting immediate docking clearance, the sooner the better. ::wipes the blood from his forehead::

CEO Surenik says:
::enters TL and pulls antigrav in with him::  TL: deck 5

CO Guthrie says:
COM: FCO: Clearance granted. Welcome back.

CSO Toorain says:
::pushes the antigrav out of the door, and into science lab 2, leaving it at the back of the room::::

KTagh says:
::fuming:: XO: Sir, I can assure you that I had absolutely nothing to do with this!  It was merely an accident, a very... unfortunate accident!

Host Lt says:
<Computer> CMO: A Klingon assigned TAD, By the Klingon Imperial Forces, to the I.K.S. QIb after turnover

CSO Toorain says:
::exits lab, and walks back to the TL to return to the bridge::

FCO tr’Keir says:
@::begins docking sequence as he eases the shuttle into the shuttle bay::

XO Guthrie says:
K'T: Mhrm.... So I ask again, anything that could've been wrong with it?

CMO Gordon says:
CO: Captain found him

CEO Surenik says:
::pushes antigrav out of turbolift and into the lab and places it next to the other one::

CSO Toorain says:
::enters a TL:: TL: Bridge.

KTagh says:
::stammering:: XO: Any number of things... a-a fuel injector malfunction, a faulty relay...

CEO Surenik says:
::quicly gets into TL with CSO::

CO Guthrie says:
::noted the strain in the FCO's voice:: *FCO* Are you okay, Mr. tr'Keir?

CMO Gordon says:
CO: He's A Klingon assigned TAD, by the Klingon Imperial Forces, to the I.K.S. QIb after turnover.

CSO Toorain says:
::Arrives on bridge, and walks over to station::

XO Guthrie says:
K'T: Your maintenance didn't take care of those faults?

CO Guthrie says:
::moves back to CMO's position:: CMO: I see. ::reads over his shoulder::

CEO Surenik says:
::exits behind CSO and heads to station::

FCO tr’Keir says:
@*CO*: Not really I slammed my head into the console from getting caught in an incoming ships warp wake.

CMO Gordon says:
*FCO* Do you need medical attention?

KTagh says:
XO: It would, normally... but-but maybe there was a sensor malfunction, and they were undetectable.

XO Guthrie says:
K'T: How likely is that, K'Tagh? ::frowns::

CO Guthrie says:
::pats CMO on shoulder:: CMO: I wonder how temporary....? See if you can...::hears FCO's comm:: Scratch that. Report to the shuttle bay and see to the FCO's injuries.

FCO tr’Keir says:
@::sets the shuttle down in the shuttle bay and powers down:: *CO*: Don't know how bad the cut is, I'm fine just a little groggy.

CSO Toorain says:
CO: Captain, it truly is good to see you again...when do I get my latinum back? ::smiles ingratiatingly::

KTagh says:
XO: It's unlikely, but possible!  A lot more plausible than me rigging the shuttle to explode!

FCO tr’Keir says:
::gets out of the seat and stumbles to the shuttle door::

CMO Gordon says:
CO: Aye. ::runs into TL:: Computer: Deck Twelve.

XO Guthrie says:
K'T: Is it?

CO Guthrie says:
*FCO* Report to sick bay. I'll have the doctor meet you.

TO Williams says:
CO: Sir we can stand down the security details guarding yours and the XO's quarters ::orders the security detail to resume normal details::

CMO Gordon says:
Computer: Cancel command. Deck 11.

KTagh says:
::starts to yell:: XO: Why are you implicating me?  I had nothing to do with this!  I'm innocent!

FCO tr’Keir says:
*CO*: Yes sir. ::exits the shuttle and heads to the TL and on to sickbay::

CSO Toorain says:
CO: Remember when we went back to Earth in the past? I gave everyone a strip of GPL, and no-one gave it back ::grins::

CO Guthrie says:
*CMO* I'm sending the FCO to sickbay instead, just in case...

CSO Toorain says:
::moves over to station, and starts scanning the area::

XO Guthrie says:
K'T: Lower your voice, you imbecile! I have to investigate every lead....... You didn't see or detect explosives?

CMO Gordon says:
*CO* Aye Captain. Computer: Deck 5

CO Guthrie says:
::turns to CSO:: CSO: Sorry about that. ::smiles:: Good to see you too. ::grins:: I'll pay you back....as soon as I get a job. ::winks::

KTagh says:
::calms down a little:: XO: Sir... I can ASSURE you that I did not detect explosives, nor plant explosives.  I... am... innocent.

CMO Gordon says:
::arrives at deck 5 and runs to sickbay::

CSO Toorain says:
::chuckles:: CO: Take your time.  Don’t forget the interest rate of 10% per annum ::grins to self::

XO Guthrie says:
K'T: ...... Even so, I'd feel better about remanding you to your Klingon representative on this station.....

CO Guthrie says:
::rolls eyes and grins:: CSO: I'm sure you'll remind me if I do forget...

FCO tr’Keir says:
::enters sickbay with his hand on his forehead to stop the bleeding:: Self: Next time I'm getting a helmet.

KTagh says:
::thinks a moment:: XO: Do what you must.  It will only prove that I had nothing to do with this.

CMO Gordon says:
::prepares a hypo:: FCO: Hello officer.

CSO Toorain says:
CO: Only when we're old and gray, and it's worth more than 20 bars ::grins::

FCO tr’Keir says:
CMO: Hello Doctor.

CMO Gordon says:
FCO: Sit on the biobed. ::gets medical tricorder::

XO Guthrie says:
K'T: Then we'll all feel better.

CSO Toorain says:
::analysis the tricorder data he got::

Ed says:
well later I am very busy

FCO tr’Keir says:
::sits down on the biobed:: CMO: Nice rush hour traffic out there.

KTagh says:
XO: Now, if you'll excuse me, I have some... personal matters to attend to in my quarters.

CMO Gordon says:
FCO: Only you in that shuttlecraft?

KTagh says:
::heads toward exit::

XO Guthrie says:
K'T: No.

KTagh says:
::stops and turns around::

XO Guthrie says:
K'T: I'm keeping an eye on you.

KTagh says:
XO: What?

CEO Surenik says:
::plugs tricorder into his station to analyze the content::

FCO tr’Keir says:
CMO: Unfortunately.

CSO Toorain says:
CO: Sir....may I ask a  question?

KTagh says:
XO: This is outrageous!

XO Guthrie says:
K'T: Is it?

CO Guthrie says:
::blinks:: CSO: Certainly. ::smiles::

CMO Gordon says:
::Scans::

XO Guthrie says:
K'T: You seem eager to leave and circumstances are quick to pinpoint your location.

CSO Toorain says:
CO:Why have you returned to service? I thought you were retiring from the service...

CMO Gordon says:
::bands FCO's head with medical bands after he finishes removing the blood::

KTagh says:
XO: I am eager to leave because I have personal matters that must be straightened out!

CO Guthrie says:
::looks away:: CSO: It's a rather complicated story. ::smiles nervously:: I'll tell you all about it... someday.

CMO Gordon says:
::administers hypo into FCO and scans again::

XO Guthrie says:
K'T: Do so under my supervision.

CSO Toorain says:
::nods:: CO: Aye sir.

TO Williams says:
CO:All evidence so far indicates K'Tagh as being involved somehow, but nothing concrete yet

FCO tr’Keir says:
::sits there patiently thinking he would like to get his hands on the driver of that ship::

KTagh says:
::hesitates:: XO: Perhaps it can wait.

XO Guthrie says:
K'T: I thought so.

CSO Toorain says:
::looks at sensor board indicating heavy traffic::

CMO Gordon says:
FCO: Okay now, your fine but don’t slam your head or anything again or it will bleed again.

KTagh says:
::casually reaches hand into pocket and feels for small metallic object::

XO Guthrie says:
::frowns:: K'Tagh: What's in your pocket?

CO Guthrie says:
::changes subject:: TO: Is the XO still with K'Tagh?

CMO Gordon says:
FCO: And come back tomorrow for checkup.

KTagh says:
::finds object, pushes button, and takes hand out of pocket::

XO Guthrie says:
::approaches him::

FCO tr’Keir says:
CMO: Thank you Doctor am I cleared to report for duty?

TO Williams says:
CO: Yes sir

KTagh says:
XO: Why, nothing, sir.

CMO Gordon says:
FCO: Yes. You’re lucky you didn't break a skull or anything.

KTagh says:
::takes a few steps backward::

XO Guthrie says:
K'Tagh: Out with it...... ::exasperated with the liar::

CSO Toorain says:
CO: Sir, shall I slave OPS to my console, or is that taken care of? :;smiles::

K'TAGH FADES IN AN ORANGE LIGHT

HIS ASHES LITTER THE FLOOR

XO Guthrie says:
::curses loudly::

FCO tr’Keir says:
CMO: I was lucky to regain control of the shuttle as well, thank you Doctor I'll report back tomorrow.

CO Guthrie says:
CSO: Mr. Williams has it under control for now. ::smiles::

XO Guthrie says:
::rushes the ash, passing the warm substance through his fingers::

CSO Toorain says:
CO: Yes sir.

XO Guthrie says:
*CO*: Our suspect vaporized himself..........

CMO Gordon says:
*CO* The FCO is fine now. What is going on up there?

CSO Toorain says:
::overhears XO:: Self: What?

FCO tr’Keir says:
::heads back to the bridge::

CO Guthrie says:
::blinks:: *XO* Great... ::frustrated sigh::

CMO Gordon says:
::puts med tricorder on band and heads out to TL::

CSO Toorain says:
CO: Sir, there is no guarantee it was him however...

CO Guthrie says:
*CMO* Everything's..... just ....great. ::frowns::

XO Guthrie says:
*CO*: I'm returning to the bridge...... Might be wise to urge some crewmen to clean up K'Tagh.

CO Guthrie says:
CSO: .....

CSO Toorain says:
::turns back to his board, and his sensors::

<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>

<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>

<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>

